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INTRODUCTION 
 

Kerala, the south most state of India, has a colorful social and cultural history. Its society 

from the period immemorial, has comprehended and encourage an aggregation of 

Indigenous and foreign cultures. Kochi on Kerala‘s western coast is one of the best 

natural harbors in the world and it held a cultural and trade relation with several 

civilization in the world. The Jews made their way to the Kerala coast 70AD and settled 

near the ancient port town Muziris (Kodungallur) it was lying the under structure of the 

strong community life based on religious and commercial activities. In the 15th century, 

they were forced to flee to Kochi due to various political reasons. This was the starting 

point of the Jews town settlement in Kochi in the beginning of the 16th century.  

 The prototype shift in the original sustainable and cultural factors that donated to the 

evolution of the settlements investigated. Like most of the earlier settlements, the severely 

changing cultural milieu resulted in the collapse of traditional usage patterns and in the 

adaption of spaces and building to new use and needs. Kerala was connected between 

western guts in the east and Arabian sea in the west, in the southwestern end of peninsular 

India. It has a diverse and multiculturalism of society, incorporate several varied 

religious, cultural, and communal groups. Maritime trade with the Arabs, Phoenicians, 

Greek, Romans, Egyptians, Chinese etc., it was created the backbone of early Kerala 

economy. Ancient port along its western seacoast served as windows for exchange of 

commerce as well as culture and functional as gateway to the early introduction of 

faraway semitic religious faiths and cultures such as Judaism, Islam, and Christianity in 

this little land. All major religions of the world have their representation and place of 

worship here among the broad-minded and tolerant people of this land. Kerala society and 

its people from the early times, were flexible and cooperative to admit, assimilate and 

support a verity of aboriginal and foreign civilization. 
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